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A MESSAGE FROM THE

Founding Chairman

T

he period up to 2019 has been a period of establishment
and consolidation for The Grey Foundation. I am pleased
that we have put in place and complied with all the
necessary statutory requirements for the Trust; formalized
structures; documented and agreed our vision & mission; set out
our goals, budgets, appropriate structures, and governance; and
have allocated duties to be able to give effect to our purpose.
This has been Bev McCarthy’s first full year as our Foundation
Manager, and she has done an enormous amount of work to
enable us to achieve the position we are now in. Welcome to
The Grey Foundation, Bev, and we look forward to many more
years with you at the helm!

‘To ensure
the prosperity
and success
of the Grey
Community
and its
learners for
generations
to come.’

Our Trustees are all men of integrity, who have the interests of the
Grey Schools at heart. Their support and contribution in the years
to come is going to be invaluable to the Trust. I am proud to have
worked together with men of this calibre in the past, and I will
continue to do so in the future. The Trustees of our international
Trusts, Patrick Fleming, Leslie Bergman and Ron Baynes of
the Old Greys Europe Charitable Trust, and Vincent Mai of the
American Friends of Grey Institute, must also be commended
for the many years that they have been flying the flag for Grey in
these offshore countries.
The Foundation has had the full and unconditional support of both
Schools Governing Bodies, as well as from the Rector and the
Headmaster. We have also enjoyed the enormous support from
Dave Hurr, and The Old Greys’ Union committee. This support is
essential if we are to achieve our stated goals which are aimed
entirely at benefiting both Schools and assisting them to maintain
the magnificent standards which they currently achieve.
I stood down as Chairman of The Grey Foundation Trustees
during 2019, and I am thrilled to announce that Andrew Bradley
(1981) has taken over the Chairmanship of the Foundation. I am
positive that with Andrew’s guidance, experience and leadership,
your Foundation will grow and prosper in the coming years.
My sincere and heartfelt thanks to all of you who have donated
in the past, and will hopefully continue to do so into the future
– our promise to you is that your donation will be very wisely
managed, thoughtfully administered, and will certainly make a
huge difference to The Grey, and ultimately to our country of
South Africa.
Bryan Knox (1966)
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A MESSAGE FROM THE

New Chairman

I

t is a great pleasure and
honour for me to join The Grey
Foundation as a trustee and
particularly as the new Chairman.
I look forward to making a
contribution in any way that I
can to build on the groundwork
that has been put in place. It is
entirely appropriate for me to fully
acknowledge the remarkable role
performed by all those involved
in bringing The Grey Foundation
to where it is today. Bryan Knox,
the outgoing Chairman, should
particularly be highlighted for his
yeoman contribution.

I look
forward to
making a
contribution
in any way
that I can to
build on the
foundation
that has been
put in place.

The past year has been a time
to strengthen our foundations to
enable us to build for the future.
With the structures and processes
we have in place, we are now
embarking on the next phase of
our programme - reaching out to
the broader Grey Community.
We are inviting every member
of The Grey community to get
involved in the critical work that
the Foundation has to undertake.
Whether as a current learner,
a parent, an Old Grey, or any
member of the wider community
that has the interests of Grey at
heart, you can get involved.
A critical component of our
outreach will be through The
Old Grey Union and their various
branches and network.
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We would like to involve every
single Old Grey in the Foundation,
wherever in the world he might be,
in whatever way he is able to.
The South African education
system has evolved to the
point where the Government
funds a negligible component
of the schools’ annual budget.
School fees have had to rise
dramatically. This is just to cover
current expenditure and is not
sustainable. This leaves schools in
the unenviable position of having
to raise funds from all sources to
maintain all-round educational
excellence and continue delivering
quality future leaders – which
South Africa desperately needs.
To meet these requirements,
The Grey Foundation’s primary
objective is to build an Endowment
fund to ensure that we can sustain
the school into the future.
As a general principle it is
intended that all funds donated
and accumulated by The Grey
Foundation will be fully allocated
and invested for the purposes of:
• Short term funding needs.
• Building a substantial
endowment fund to provide
sustainable long term funding
to the Schools.
Cognisance will always be taken of
the specific donor wishes.

The Trustees of the Foundation are selected
Old Greys who have the interests of Grey at
heart and who are prepared to give of their time
and energy to govern and advance the aims
and objectives of The Grey Foundation.

ANDREW BRADLEY
(1981)
CHAIRMAN

DAVID HURR
(1984)
Ex Officio OGU
President

BRYAN KNOX
(1966)

GARY SIM
(1982)
Ex Officio OGU
Deputy President

THE BOARD

of Trustees

NIGEL BANDS
(1968)

RORY STEAR
(1977)

GARTH MORRIS
(1981)
Ex Officio OGU
Chair of High School
Governing Body

MICHAEL MALLETT
(1986)
Ex Officio
Chair of Junior School
Governing Body

GREY FOUNDATION STAFF

BEV MCCARTHY
Foundation Manager
The Grey Foundation

WENDY WESTRAADT
Administrative Assistant
The Grey Foundation

LAUREN MALAN
Executive Manager
Old Greys’ Union
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GREY LEADERSHIP

Rector’s message

H

aving now completed two
years at The Grey, I find it
striking how, as a community,
we treat excellence as the norm. This
is taken for granted and our boys
are constantly striving to improve.
This positive attitude has seen the
school doing particularly well during
the course of 2019. While we have
achieved one of our better years
on the sportsfields, I am particularly
pleased with our academic progress
and last year, once again, saw a nice
improvement in our results across our
various grades.

The reality is
that education
in South Africa
faces many
challenges, and
the support of the
Grey Foundation
is key to The
Grey continuing
as a leading
school both
nationally and
internationally.
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Our Old boys always remain a
lighthouse to us, and this year
we were privileged to be able to
collectively bask in the successes
achieved by Siya Kolisi. While Siya’s
success is special, it also serves to
highlight how you, our Old Boys,
remain part of our school community
and how your actions impact positively
on the men of The Grey.
The Grey campus is central to the
common experience of every man of
The Grey and 2019 saw a number of
developments around the school. This
past year we resurfaced the Astro,
upgraded the Hockey pavilion and
built proper dugouts for the boys. The
old Astroturf was used to build a miniAstro and warmup area behind the
Waterpolo Pavilion. The old swimming
pool pump room was converted into a
wonderful venue for our Rowing Club,
who now have a prominent home from

which to operate and the school gym
was upgraded and extended. The
Boarding house also received plenty
of attention, with all the bathrooms
being refurbished from top to bottom.
The Grey Foundation and The Old
Grey Union provided important
support throughout the year, and
have played a key role in shaping the
direction of the school. The reality is
that education in South Africa faces
many challenges, and the support of
The Grey Foundation is key to The
Grey continuing to be a leading school
both nationally and internationally.
2020 is shaping up to be an exciting
year and will see us, along with
The Grey Foundation, focusing on
ways to develop an Arts and Culture
Centre at The Grey, as well as further
integrating Information Technology
into our daily operations.
Thank you to founding and now
outgoing Chairman of The Grey
Foundation, Mr Bryan Knox, for the
important role he has played in setting
up the Foundation, and giving it the
momentum that has been achieved
in 2019. The role of the Foundation is
now clear and aligned to the school
going forward. Congratulations to Mr
Andrew Bradley on being elected as
the new Chairman. He has already
made his mark and has an exciting
vision for the Foundation. The
school looks forward to reaping the
benefits of the vision and focus of the
Foundation going forward into 2020.

GREY LEADERSHIP

Headmaster’s message

G

rey Junior School’s longest
serving Headmaster, Lindsay
Pearson, retired after 22
years at the school in December,
2019. Mr Pearson’s tenure was
defined by bold building projects,
including the perimeter fence, the
world-class aquatic centre, the
Grade 7 academic block, the hockey
astroturf and the Lindsay Pearson
Pavilion (named in honour of his
enormous contribution). All these
stand as testament to his visionary
campus development plan.

More importantly, perhaps, is the
standard of excellence that he set
for the values-centred educational
model that characterises the work
being done at Grey Junior today.
The school theme for 2019 was
“Roots and Wings”, and serves as an
example of Mr Pearson’s characterfocussed philosophy. Together with
our partners in education - Grey High
School, the Old Greys’ Union and the
Grey Foundation - we take seriously
the responsibility to provide a firm
foundation for our children, and at the
same time nurture the innate skills
within them to enable them to grow
physically, socially and emotionally.

Our job is to make sure that boys
develop a sense of belonging,
gain the confidence that leads to
independence, and build the strength
and capacity to take that bold leap into
the unknown; equipped with what it
takes to soar.
A highlight in 2019 was certainly the
unveiling of “The Grey Greeting” - a
sculpture of a young Grey Junior
boy doffing his cap that now stands
proudly in the foyer of the school.
The friendly expression conveys
openness, gratitude and respect,
qualities that invite any visitor into a
deeper understanding of the ethos
and values of the school. Our hope is
that it will be a signpost; a guide and
a challenge to the boys to embrace
what is meaningful in life for many
years to come. When you are next in
the neighbourhood, please feel free
to wander over to the Junior School
to have a look for yourself. You will
notice that the boy symbolically puts
his best foot forward and appears to
be heading somewhere with purpose
in his stride. True, too, for Grey Junior.
In looking back, we recognise that
we are what we are today because of
our rich heritage. In looking around,
we are reassured that we have the
support of parents, Old Greys, the
Grey Foundation and a healthy
partnership with both the High School
and the Department of Education.
In looking ahead, we are confident
that by showing our stakeholders the
high return on their investment in the
education of their sons, we will be
assured of their continued financial
support going forward.

...we take
seriously the
responsibility to
provide a firm
foundation for
our children, and
at the same time
nurture the innate
skills within them
to enable them to
grow physically,
socially and
emotionally.
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MISSION
STATEMENT:

THE GREY FOUNDATION’S
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES ARE:

To enhance educational
opportunities, promote
excellence in education
and provide resources
for new projects
outside of the normal
operating budget in
order to facilitate student
achievement and skill
development and to
recognize and encourage
staff excellence through
the provision of a
structured mechanism
for support by Old Greys
(parents of Grey & exGrey pupils), Corporate
and Private partners.

•

To enrich the educational experience for all learners and
provide opportunities for disadvantaged students.

•

To offer financial support for existing or newly created
programmes, new equipment or facilities and capital
improvement projects.

•

To provide a structure to manage funds that Old Greys may
wish to bequeath to enhance the learning opportunities for
current and future Grey boys.

•

To inspire Old Greys, Parents and businesses to support
the Grey schools through cash or gift in kind donations,
sponsorships and advertising.

•

Provide annuity income to support:
a) Bursaries and Scholarships for deserving pupils
b) Bursaries to Grey pupils wanting to become educators
c) Salary subventions for educators

•

Create and grow an Infrastructure Development Fund to be
used for the funding of infrastructure and maintenance, with
specific focus on the funding of a new Arts and Culture Centre

•

Create and grow a Technology Development Fund to provide
access to new technology in the classrooms.

To achieve these objectives, donors are able to choose from
the Five Pillars of Investment.

Ways of Giving
There are a number of ways
in which the Foundation has
enabled efficient mechanisms
for donors to contribute to the
Foundation. These include:
Monthly Debit Order:
A Debit Order provides donors with a
simple, hassle-free way to make a monthly
affordable contribution. Old Greys’ Union
fees are covered by a debit order of R100
per month.

Cash donations:
Direct deposits can be made into our
bank account.

Gifts-in-Kind:
These include a variety of goods and
services which can be donated to the
school (e.g. professional fees, building
material, equipment). Bonds, Shares,
Life Insurance policies, Real Estate and
other Securities may also be donated or
bequeathed to The Grey Foundation.

Leaving a Legacy (Bequest):
Bequests are an effective way to make a
planned donation and lessen the burden
of taxes on your family and on your estate.
A Codicil to your Will is available from The
Grey Foundation Office.

Ensuring Tomorrow’s Leaders
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THE FIVE PILLARS

of Investment
PILLAR 1 - THE BODY (Representing Sport)
This pillar is used for allocation of Bursaries to boys
with sports talent - for professional coaching, tours
and necessary equipment. These funds are also used
for maintaining existing, and providing better sporting
infrastructures to ensure all boys are able to compete
and achieve at the highest levels.

PILLAR 2 - THE MIND (Representing Academic)
This pillar’s funds are allocated to scholarships
and bursaries for disadvantaged boys, and those
of deserving need. These funds also allow for the
provision of teacher incentives by way of staff
housing, and assisting educators wanting to improve
their qualifications to secure future retention.
Upgrading and providing modern classrooms
equipped with advanced teaching aids also falls within
this pillar’s objectives .

PILLAR 3 - THE SPIRIT (Representing Cultural)
Supporting Music, Arts, Design, Clubs and Societies
together with bursaries and scholarships aligned to
these interests falls within the parameters of this pillar.
By providing conducive facilities for the expression of
these talents and interests, there is a hope that there
will be expansion and growth of these activities.

PILLAR 4 - INFRASTRUCTURE
and MAINTENANCE
Government support is minimal in terms of capital
requirements and operational maintenance needs for
a campus that is 100 years old. This pillar is dedicated
to maintaining the campus to its fullest potential.
Ideally, every opportunity must also be explored to
maximize effective energy and water use.

PILLAR 5 - SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Support must be given to community programmes and
projects identified in township schools. Through support
of the Foundation, Grey boys and Staff, others who
are disadvantaged may receive a better educational
experience aligned with that provided at Grey.

Ensuring Tomorrow’s Leaders
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TAX BENEFITS

on donations
South African donors:
The Grey Foundation Trust is registered as a Section 18A NonProfit Organisation (NPO). South African taxpayers are eligible
for a tax deduction of up to 10% of annual taxable income
(subject to SARS rules) for donations to The Grey Foundation.

United States of America donors:
The American Friends of Grey Institute Foundation is registered
as a 501(c) (3) organization, registration number 13-3797671,
enabling US taxpayers to treat donations as charitable
contributions for tax purposes.

United Kingdom donors:
The Old Grey Europe Charitable Trust is a registered UK Charity
no. 1117296. Donating to Grey through this Trust enables the Trust
to claim (basic rate tax already paid on donations by the donor)
25p for every £1 donated - from the UK government on your
behalf - increasing the value of your donation by 25%.
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THE KHANYISA

Empowerment Trust
The Grey Foundation’s
BEE partner
The Khanyisa Empowerment Trust (KET)
facilitates and promotes broad based black
economic empowerment (BBBEE) in South Africa.
Transformation in South Africa is imperative,
and registered trusts like the KET are starting
to make a significant contribution to the lives of
many previously disadvantaged individuals.

Transformation in South
Africa is an imperative and
registered trusts like the
KET are starting to make
a significant contribution
to the lives of many
previously disadvantaged
individuals.

KET have agreed to collaborate and work
with the Grey Foundation. The essence of this
agreement is that should the Grey Foundation
source any corporate social investment (CSI)
donations or any shareholding that brings
about any benefit for KET, the full extent of
these funds would flow directly through to the
Grey Foundation as the recipient. The only
condition of this is that the funding is used for
purposes that meet the requirements of KET as
set out in the trust deed. In essence that would
require the beneficiaries of the funding to be
black teachers or learners.
Individuals within the Grey community who
would like to allocate CSI funding from their
businesses or companies, are encouraged to
donate towards The Grey Foundation in this
meaningful and mutually beneficial way.
Donations can be made to:
Khanyisa Empowerment Trust
Investec Bank (Current account)
Account number: 500 125 795 83
Branch code: 580105
Client Reference: KHAETMF
Client Number: 1100203129148
Kindly notify The Grey Foundation of your
donation by sending proof of payment to
foundation@thegrey.com. For further enquiries
contact us directly on Tel +27 (0)41 392 7658

Ensuring Tomorrow’s Leaders
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THE GREY FOUNDATION
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Income and Investment
INCOME

Statement 2019
THE GREY FOUNDATION TRUST
Statement of Operating Activities for the period end 31 December 2019
INFLOWS			

2019

Donations received		
Pledges and Advertising		
Investment income		

3 434 798
255 787
1 147 950

TOTAL OPERATING INFLOWS		

4 838 535

OUTFLOWS
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Bursaries paid		
Other grants & support paid		
Fundraising Project Expenses		
Foundation operating expenses		

1 686 466
326 154
27 418
789 723

TOTAL OPERATING OUTFLOWS		

2 829 761

NET GROWTH IN FUND VALUE		

2 008 774

Opening Fund value - 31/12/2018		

12 212 537

Closing Fund value - 31/12/2019		

14 221 311

portfolio in South Africa
STATEMENT

of Financials 2019
THE GREY FOUNDATION TRUST
Statement of Financial position at 31 December 2019
DEC 2019

DEC 2018

174 520

174 520

13 098 003
426 558

3 311 675
8 326 041
426 558

13 524 561

12 064 274

Trade and other Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

8 500
527 230

115
32 318

		

535 730

32 433

14 234 811

12 271 227

14 221 311

12 212 537

13 500

58 690

14 234 811

12 271 227

		
ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant & Equipment
INVESTMENTS
Unit Trusts		
Call accounts
Loan receivable
		
CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
FUNDS
Foundation Funds

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable

		

Ensuring Tomorrow’s Leaders
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Offshore Income and
In 2006 Old Greys in the UK set up THE OLD GREY EUROPE CHARITABLE TRUST to advance the
education of pupils at Grey High School. The Trust is a registered UK charity which provides tax benefits
for both the Trust and its donors who are UK taxpayers.
CURRENTLY,
THE TRUSTEES ARE:

Patrick Fleming
(Chairman) 1965

Ron Baynes
1960

Mark Gibbons
2002

Mark Molyneux
2003

Leslie Bergman Keith Butler-Wheelhouse
1960
1963

Mark Satchel
1987

Paul Wiseman
2004

The main focus is the provision of bursaries for boys in need of financial assistance but the Trust will
also provide funding for other purposes if it is able to do so, or if donors specifically request it.
The value of investments increased to £104,549 as at the end of December 2019, and cash funds stood
at £56,405. There was a net cash deficit of £11,524.
FUNDING PRIORITIES:
1. OLD GREY EUROPE BURSARY SCHEME
Our vision is to build leadership in South
Africa through Grey values and education and
to achieve this we have set up two bursary
programmes:
• Providing a bursary for a high achiever
who has been at the school for three years
and who may not be able to complete his
schooling at Grey for financial reasons; and
• Providing bursaries at entry into the High
School in Grade 8 through to completion in
Grade 12 (subject to performance), for boys
who have high potential but come from families
with very limited financial means. In some cases
boarding fees may also be covered.
In 2019, we awarded seven bursaries at a cost
of £25,236, three Grade 11/12 bursaries and four
New Entrant bursaries.
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2. THE ENDOWMENT FUND
To ensure the growth and sustainability of
the Bursary Scheme, The Old Grey Europe
Charitable Trust is building up a capital sum
to generate enough income to pay for the
bursaries each year to provide financial
assistance for other projects that are
consistent with the school’s strategy and
priority needs.
3. CAPITAL PROJECTS
Infrastructure projects at the Grey Schools
are difficult to fund through school fee
income alone. To ensure that academic,
sporting and cultural facilities are adequately
maintained and developed, the Old Grey
Europe Charitable Trust also receives donor
funding towards this fund. Current priority
developments include an Arts & Culture Centre
to house the Music and Arts departments, as
well as infrastructure upgrades.

Investment portfolios
The American Friends of Grey Institute Foundation was established by Mr Vincent Mai (Class of 1957) to
enable US taxpayers to treat donations as charitable contributions for tax purposes. The Foundation is
registered as a 501(c)(3) organization, registration number 13-3797671, for the benefit of the Grey Schools.
CURRENTLY,
THE TRUSTEES ARE:

Vincent Mai
1957

Stanley Bergman
1968

Russell Molyneux
2001

Stephen Marriner
1986

The total balance in the American Friends of Grey account in the US as at end December 2019 is
$12,427.75, with the total donations that came in in 2019 for general purposes amounting to $500.

USA OLD GREY BOY COMES TO THE RESCUE FOR
SIYA SIMANGA (2017):
On the 29th of August, just 13 days before Siya was
to depart to join the New York Film Academy on a
partial scholarship he reached out to Grey appealing
for advice and assistance with reliable, decent
accommodation in New York. We immediately placed
his request on The Grey Connection, the recently
launched global networking platform. His appeal
received 490 engagements within 24 hours.
Below is an excerpt from Siya’s mother, Bulie Simanga’s
letter to Grey two days before his departure.

Siya and Lufefe Kente (both Class 2017 and Grey Voices)
with Ross Jeffrey, the boys’ host until they can find
accommodation closer to the Academy in Manhattan
area or New Jersey City.

“My son received various phone calls, emails and
WhatsApp messages from Old Greys in New York the
moment it got posted online. I, as a parent, am very
proud that my son went to Grey. Even after being out
of the school for a few years, the school’s database
continues to provide for the Old Greys. I am also
pleased to inform you that Siya has been placed with
Ross Jeffrey, brother to Andrew Jeffrey, Siya’s fellow
matriculant (Class of 2017). Please shout out to Ross’s
mother who has played a motherly role to assist my
son. Also a shout out to Ryan Erasmus ‘96, who lives
10 minutes from the Academy in Manhattan, who
also offered to assist the boys when needed and to
introduce them to Old Greys in New York. I really do
not know how to express my gratitude to Grey. I am
absolutely grateful and very humbled by the response
of that post. The Grey continues to amaze. Thank you
so much for the amazing assistance” - Bulie Simanga

Siya in Times Square
Ensuring Tomorrow’s Leaders
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GRAPHIC DEMONSTRATION

of donations:
CONSOLIDATED BY REGION
R43 050
1%

R563 545
13%

R1 010 001
24%

R1 300
0%

R566 085
13%

R32 624
1%

Overseas - Other
Overseas - UK
Overseas - USA
South Africa - Eastern Cape
South Africa - Gauteng

R698 050
16%

South Africa - Kwa-Zulu Natal
South Africa - Limpopo
South Africa - Western Cape

R1 397 527
32%

METHODS OF PAYMENT
R91 950
R27 125

R13 200
R444 391

R459 575

Credit Card
Debit order

R46 400
R3 229 541

Foreign
Stop Order
Direct Deposit
Cheque
Online
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DONATIONS BY PROJECT
R2 000 000+
R1 900 000
R1 800 000
R1 700 000
R1 600 000
R1 500 000
R1 400 000
R1 300 000
R1 200 000
R1 100 000
R1 000 000
R900 000
R800 000
R700 000
R600 000
R500 000
R400 000
R300 000
R200 000
R100 000
R0
DISCRETION PILLAR 1
OF TRUSTEES

PILLAR 2

Cause

PILLAR 3

PILLAR 4

PILLAR 5

SPECIAL
PROJECTS

Donation Total

Donation Count

Donor Count

1 310 231.00

524

90

Pillar 1

43 424.00

71

9

Pillar 2

2 594 277.00

549

85

Pillar 3

29 590.00

29

6

Pillar 4

174 955.00

319

39

Pillar 5

103 800.00

98

17

Special Projects

116 486.00

5

5

Discretion of Trustees
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HONOUR ROLL OF DONORS 2019
Name
Levy, Denzil (Dr) - Estate Late
Murray, Basil
Newland, Alan
Galatis, Johnnie
Howard, Arthur (Prof)
Dakin, Geoff
Maynier, D’arcy
Tinley, Cris
Whall, Bob
Augoustatos, Gerry
Harris, Cedric
Hill, Peter
Goldin, Henry (Dr)
Macpherson, Donald
Rushmere, John
Sanders, Michael
Kloeckner, Ron
Mai, Vincent
Ellis, Geoffrey (Dr)
Galloway, David
Mathiesen, Colin
Moller, Christopher
Van Rensburg, John
Baynes, Ron
Bergman, Leslie
Penny, Alan (Prof)
Phelan, Peter
Tiran, Paul
Fowlds, Kip
Gluckman, Jack (Dr)
Bluhm, Alan
McAdam, Bill
Aubin, Dick
Butler-Wheelhouse, Keith
Ware, Monty
Woodin, Glyn
Aires, Arthur
Goldin, Alec
Mackintosh, Duncan
Andrew, Chris
Fleming, Patrick
Holmes, John
Kapelus, Barry
Tindale, Bruce
Watson, David Eric
Blumberg, Derek
Bruce, Brian
Budlender, Geoff (Adv)
Fenner, Bill
Finnemore, Peter
Kessel, Steve
Knox, Bryan
Russell, Graeme
Schonegevel, Neville
Schwartz, Johnny
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Class
1934
1948
1949
1951
1952
1953
1953
1953
1953
1954
1954
1955
1956
1956
1956
1956
1957
1957
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

Name
Watts, Tony
Edelson, Ivan
Featherstone, John
Pringle, Ian
Cape Produce Company (Pty) Ltd
Bands, Nigel
Buchanan, Ken (Dr)
Miller, Charlie
Noach, Robert
Schubart, Leon
Vianello, Syd
Wannenburg, Paul (Dr)
Southsure Brokers (Pty) Ltd
Allardice, Keith
Brown, Mike (Dr)
Gates, Joe
Paton, Les
Probert, Barry
Bergman, Jack (Dr)
Bester, Pierre
Scheckter, Mick
Watson, Terry
Biesman-Simons, John
Dorward, Neil
John, Gerald
Clark, Keith
Russell, Ian
Christian, Derek
Galloway, John
Glennie, Walter
Estment, Michael
Rollo, Scott
Stephenson, Colin
Stephenson, Ron
Boreham, Dave
The Holden Parker Trust
Brodrick, Andrew
Burmeister, Mike
De Boer, Steven
Glennie, Richard
Watchurst, Gavin
Seaman, Tim
Truter, David
Burman, Francois
Haines, Martin
Morris, Grant
Searle, Gavin
Macquilkan, Grant
Prime Focus CC
Bradley, Andrew
Michau, Vlam
Ellis, Simon
Sim, Gary
Abel, Mike
Barclay Loggie, Alasdair
Berning, Emil
Bessinger, Rob
Bubb, Brenton
Crouch, Anthony

Class
1966
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1974
1974
1974
1975
1975
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984

Our sincere thanks and appreciation to everyone who donated during 2019. Donations are gratefully
received as monthly debit orders, annual commitments, or once off amounts.
Name
Formo, Michael
Harwood, Luke
Hill, Jonathan
Hurr, Dave
Luckman, Craig
Munro, Roland
Simpson, James
Wells, Brent
Berkowitz, Darryl (Dr)
Hoole, Quinton
Lovemore, Lindsay
Morris, Morgan
Waltman, Clinton
Hofmeyr, Chris (Dr)
Maske, Bob
Satchel, Mark
Swanepoel, Mike
Alec Sharwood (Pty) Ltd
Dickie, Kyle
Green, Mike
Jepson, Greg
Kennelly, Vallance
Loon, Gavin
Marriner, Anthony
Millar, Don
Miller, Andrew
Van Deventer, Richard
Walton, Andrew
Frontline Underwriting Managers (Pty) Ltd
Spotcap (Pty) Ltd
Barber, Warren
Botha, Justin
Douglas-Jones, Greg
Grylls, Justin
Macaulay, Brian
SUPERSPAR Sunridge
Barber, Grant
Kelly, Daniel
Lippstreu, Mark
Simmons, Mark
Adshade, Russell
Ilsley, John
De Wilde, Jason
Hunter, Ryan
Munro, Stewart
Abernethy, Paul
Ackerman, Justin
Daniels, Michael
Edwards, Graeme
Ruddle, Andrew
Taverner, Martin
Finnemore, Graham
Green, Darren (Dr)
Maguire, Warren
Ogden, Andrew
Hercules Capital (Pty) Ltd
L & D Bakeries cc t/a King Pie
Barr, Jason
Crichton, Guy
Ebrahim, Igsaan
Ferrans, James
Geminiani, Luciano
Gordon, Nicholas

Class
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1991
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996

Name

Class

Jegels, Jesse
Kahaar, Moegamad (Dr)
Lallie, Mpumi
Mitchell, Nicholas
Pask, Craig
Rank, Francois
Simmons, Peter
Thomas-Woolf, Andrew
Ward Able, Brad
Weber, Gregg
Wilson, Ross
Broberg, Erik
Jack, Grant
Morgan, Gethan
Summerton, Mike
Biggs, Jonathan
De Bruyn, Douglas
Duckworth, Barrie
Fyffe, Glen
Gordon, Alex
Hendricks, Phillip
Janse Van Rensburg, Art
Johnson, Steve
Liao, David
Moser, Matthew
Palm, Dan
Shaw, Simon
Smith, David
Thompson, Shaun
Venter, Rudolph
Woods, Scott
Coates Capital CC
Gibbons, David
De Klerk, Kevin
Landman, Albert
Mills, Greg
Jennings, Mark
Wright, Clint
Basson, Andre
Gowar, Sidney
Molyneux, Mark
Wylie, Alan
Godwin, Matthew
Du Plessis, Niel
Van Niekerk, Carl
Howard, Thomas
Blake-Taylor, Liam
Claassens, TC
Hollely, Peter
Lloyd, JH
Mackenzie, HM
Mittermaier, Isabella
Smith, Garett
Stockwell, C
White, RH
Wiese, Tobie
Galvanising Techniques (Pty) Ltd
Infiniti Insurance Limited
Lupus Den Farming (Pty) Ltd
Metalman (Pty) Limited
Monterey Farming (Pty) Ltd
Rubicept (RF) (Pty) Limited
Steelcut Services (Pty) Limited

1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2004
2007
2008
2010
2015
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IMPACT - CONTRIBUTIONS

Making a difference
Getting involved and making a contribution to the Foundation has a number of direct benefits as well as significant
additional advantages. Some of these are intended, but the unintended consequences can be even more profound.
Over the years we have been privileged to see the impact that the generosity of our donors has had.

NIGEL BANDS CONTINUES TO
SUPPORT BOYS OVER THE YEARS
I am passionate about my old school and want
to give under privileged boys the opportunity
to be educated at the two Grey schools. I
sincerely believe that as old boys we need
to put back into Grey more than we received
and I have been fully supported in this by
Louise, and also my children. Obviously rugby
at Grey is important to me, but I am happy to
obtain assistance for any deserving youngster
no matter whether he is a top sportsman or
just wants to improve himself and his future by
coming to Grey.

THE KARL MITTERMAIER
SCHOLARSHIP
Karl Mittermaier came to South
Africa from East Berlin, with his
mother and two brothers, in 1949.
Karl spoke no English at the time
and attended Albert Jackson Primary
School. He won a scholarship to
Grey and matriculated in 1956. He
then went on to the University of
Cape Town on a scholarship where
he obtained a BComm, a BA and a BAHon. Karl took up the
role of an Investment Manager at Old Mutual and in 1967 he
started working at the University of Witwatersrand (Wits) in the
Department of Economics until his retirement in 1998. He was
a classical liberal economist and published a number of papers
and publications.
Karl Mittermaier passed away in 2016 and a number of his works
have been published posthumously. In 2019 the Johannesburg
Institute for Advanced Study hosted a Symposium on “The Life
and Work of Karl Mittermaier” and former Rector Neil Crawford
was delighted to attend. In addition, a book on his works which
he completed in 1986, “The Hand Behind the Invisible Hand:
Dogmatic and Pragmatic Views on Free Markets and the State of
Economic Theory” is due to be published in July 2020.

“Your support has given me the opportunity
to be challenged – of reaching my dream
of being at Grey, making Eastern Province,
getting full colours, and making the SA
schools rugby side. All these achievements
would not be true without your assistance,
and the huge difference you have made in
my life has shown me that the impossible can
happen. Due to your help, I am able to get
closer every day to my dreams and I am very
grateful.” – Junior Sipato Pokomela
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An article on Karl as a man, an academic and as a teacher
is due to be published in Schmollers Jahrbuch (Journal of
Contextual Economics) in first quarter of 2020. His widow,
Mrs Isabella Mittermaier, generously donated a Scholarship at
Grey in memory of Karl as he always felt that Grey had made a
difference to his life.
Scholarships can make a significant difference to lives of boys
at Grey, as well as preserve the legacy of Old Greys such as
Karl Mittermaier, who went on to make a noteworthy impact
in the world of Economics. The current recipient of the Karl
Mittermaier Scholarship is in Grade 9, and recently completed
his Grade 5 performance certificate, on Clarinet, through Trinity
College London. He is a significant contributor in the Second
Clarinet section of the Grey Symphonic Wind Band.

I’m happy and so thankful for this great opportunity, for me to be part of a
loving family and brotherhood. I could never have wished for a better chance
than this. The love and camaraderie here is what I’ve always wanted”
– BURSARY RECIPIENT GRADE 9

SEVEN BURSARY RECIPIENTS ACHIEVE
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN 2020:

Seven bursary recipients in Grade 11 in 2019 were
elected as Prefects for their Matric year in 2020. These
young men through donor assistance, have managed to
embrace all that the School has offered them and have
been rightfully awarded positions of higher office at The
Grey. Liyema Matyolweni was elected Head Prefect.

Siya Kolisi matriculated in 2009. His achievements
whilst at Grey High School were as follows:
· Rugby u16A Captain (2007)
· Rugby 1st XV (2008-2009)
· EP Craven Week (U18 2008 & 2009)
· SA Schools Rugby (U18 2009)
· Rugby Team Man of the Year (Charles Nortje
Memorial Trophy) (2009)
· 1st in Grade 12 : Xhosa First Additional Language
(Soll Rubin Memorial Prize)
· School Prefect & House Prefect (2009)
“Vincent Mai is a fellow Grey boy and has invested in
100’s of kids in SA through bursaries, the majority of
the time without ever meeting them.
I was one of those kids.
Without the opportunity, there is no way I’d be where I
am today He sowed into my life without ever knowing
what would come from it, and I couldn’t be more
grateful. I’m so honoured to have spent some time
with him and his family. I’m so excited for the work
we’re about to do in South Africa together.”
–

SIYA KOLISI (2009), Springbok Rugby Captain

Photo Cred: Siya Kolisis Instagram

“My Name is Liyema Matyolweni.
The highlights of my school achievements are:
· Head Prefect 2020;
· 1st XV Rugby 2018 and 2019;
· U18 Craven Week 2018 and 2019; and
· Eastern Province U17 Sevens 2017 (Vice Captain)
and 2018 (Captain)
Being on a Bursary at one of the most prestigious
schools in the world is an honour that I will cherish for
the rest of my life. After the passing of my father in 2017,
it was financially unbearable for my mother to pay my
school fees. I personally thought that it was over, and I
would have to leave the school. After approaching Mr.
Bielby with my situation, he, together with the school,
showed pure generosity and established a sponsor
for me. This was a true blessing from God. Being on a
bursary is a life changing opportunity, and has given me
the encouragement to achieve GREATNESS.”

VINCENT MAI BURSARY

BURSARY RECIPIENTS RECEIVE AWARDS IN 2019:

At Prize Giving in 2019, bursary boys were the recipients of the following Awards:
• Academic Awards for English, Afrikaans, Maths, Science, EMS, History, ICT, IT, Creative Arts, Geography
• Academic: English Literature Award
• Academic: isiXhosa Scholar of the Year (Arnold Kaplan Award)
• Academic: Music
• Academic: Strakosch Bursary for 2020
• Music: Robert Selley Memorial Music Bursary
• Music: Senior Musician, Endeavour in Music (Robin Small Memorial Cup)
• Music: Senior Performer of the Year (Peter Hafner Memorial Cup)
• Music: Vocal Performer of the Year (Ernst Bonnet Memorial Cup). Shared Trophy for 2 recipients.
• Cricket: Grade 8 and 9 (Athol McKinnon Memorial Award). Shared Award for 2 recipients
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MENTORSHIP AND
PASTORAL CARE PROGRAMME

for bursary boys

A

major contributor to the success of our bursary
recipients, is the mentoring programme. Managed and
coordinated by the School Psychologist, staff members
are assigned as Mentors to small groups of bursary boys. This
enables the school to identify areas where a boy may require
additional support. It provides a platform for these boys to
develop a relationship with his mentor that allows him to
express his views, address any issues and ask for advice or
assistance. The mentor groups also ensure that the boys are
socially integrated and assisted with managing their daily tasks,
projects and preparation for examinations.
Grey High School is committed to ensuring that every bursary
boy is fully integrated into school life and has every opportunity
to reach his potential at school and in his life after school.
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